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to the law of the land. To conclude otherwise would be but to say

that there was a vast zone of contract lying between rights under a

patent and the law of the land, where lawlessness prevailed and
wherein contracts could be made whose effect and operation would

not be confined to the area described, but would be operative and

effective beyond that area, so as to dominate and limit rights of

every one in society, the law of the land to the contrary notwith

standing.

What could more cogently serve to point to the reality and con

clusiveness of these suggestions than do the facts of this case? It is

admitted that the use of the ink to work the patented machine was

not embraced in the patent, and yet it is now held that by contract

the use of materials not acquired from a designated source has be

come an infringement of the patent, and exactly the same law is

applied as though the patent in express terms covered the use of

ink and other operative materials. It is not, as I understand it,

denied; and if it were, in the face of the decision in the Miles Medi

cal Co. case, supra, in reason it can not be denied that the particular

contract which operates this result if tested by the general law

would be void as against public policy. The contract, therefore,
can only be maintained upon the assumption that the patent law and

the issue of a patent is the generating source of an authority to con

tract to procure rights under the patent law not otherwise within that

law, and which could not be enjoyed under the general law of the land. 1
But here, as upon the main features of the case, it seems to me this

court has spoken so authoritatively as to leave no room for such
a view.

1 Italics are the editor’s.


